
Concerns Re: 75 Plain St. Proposed Development 

Steven and Vicki Zuromski, 15 Richard Rd. Hopedale 

The proposed warehouse at the current Rosenfeld Concrete Plant location at 75 Plain St. has generated 
a great number of concerns, most especially by those residents directly affected by the project of which 
we are one of many.  Our paramount concerns involve four areas: Traffic, Noise, Air Pollution and 
Property Values as follows: 

1. Traffic:  The developer has supplied a study of the effect of estimated traffic on Hopedale and 
neighboring roadways that include very specific numbers of assumed trips per day, etc.  At the 
same time, the developer has stated clearly that the warehouse is being constructed “on 
speculation” and there is no committed lessee.  In addition, the developer has stated that once 
constructed, there could be more than one concurrent lessee and in fact the design of the 
structure is intended to house two or more businesses.  Although the traffic engineering study 
references the Mass D.O.T. guidelines, we have to question the validity and accuracy of the 
presumed traffic activity especially with regard to the maximum capacity of the warehouse, the 
number of businesses it can accommodate and their respective loading bay turnover rates.  
Differing business models can produce a wide range of turnover at their respective docks that 
directly affect vehicle volume.  As such, we believe the developer be required to produce 
additional studies reflecting a variety of potential business operations for consideration prior to 
further consideration of the project.  Additionally, other than the installation of a traffic signal at 
the intersection of Plain St. and East Hartford Avenue, any further traffic volume mitigation 
measures offered by the developer appear rather vague.  Therefore, it seems appropriate that  
in addition to the “what if” considerations involving the impact of increased traffic in already 
heavily congested areas, the board impose “if then” conditions such that the town is assured 
that appropriate corrective measures are undertaken including the immediate reduction of 
business activity at the warehouse until traffic remediation measures be fully implemented.   

2. Noise:  We anticipate serious detrimental noise due to the vehicular traffic at the warehouse 
especially considering the unknown type and number of businesses that could be operating 
concurrently at that location.  The developer has produced a sound study based purely on traffic 
assumptions that would appear to generate “acceptable” vehicle engine and HVAC noise levels 
affecting neighboring residences.  However, the study does not consider the detrimental effects 
of the constantly emitted sounds of OSHA-required back-up alarms on a large number of 
commercial vehicles.  In particular, a warehouse of the proposed size will require a number of 
“lot jockey” vehicles to constantly move trailers around the property.  In addition to the backup 
alarms on tractor trailers coming and going, these lot jockey vehicles will be producing an 
massive number of irritating alarm sounds throughout the day and night.  We experienced 
extremely disturbing backup noise alarms emanating from a business vehicle operating under 
lease at the plant site a number of years ago.  This was from a single hoist vehicle operating 8 -
10 hours per day, 6 days per week.  The constant beeping was intolerable and fortunately they 
ceased operation after only a short time.   Considering the proposed warehouse will produce 
significantly more disturbing noise from backup alarms, we seek relief under section 18.5(g) of 



the Town Zoning By-Laws:  “Protection of adjoining property or the Town from any undue 
disturbance caused by excessive or unreasonable noise, smoke, vapors, fumes, dust, glare, etc.” 

3. Air Pollution:  The developer has produced an air pollution study which is based upon intended 
HVAC equipment and assumed vehicle traffic at the warehouse.  Again we believe an additional 
study be conducted to address the air quality effects of the maximum business capacity of the 
proposed warehouse as stated above.  In addition, because diesel fuel emissions are a known 
carcinogen, we request the board consider the requirement of installation of 24/7 air quality 
instrumentation at the proposed facility with direct connection to the town fire station to insure 
strict adherence to EPA standards.   Should those standards be exceeded at any time, the lessee 
and lessor(s) then would be required to immediately cease business operations until such time 
as the air quality returns to acceptable levels for the recommended time frames under State and 
Federal guidelines. 

4. Property Values:  The proposed warehouse will have an effect on the property values of both 
neighboring residences and businesses alike.  Indeed it may affect property values throughout 
the entire town and neighboring towns as well.  While it may be safe to anticipate a decline in 
property values this is largely an unknown number.  If detrimental living and operating 
conditions arise as a result of the proposed warehouse operation, what will be the effect on not 
only the sale value of residential properties but also on business properties if homeowners and 
some local businesses are forced to re-locate due to traffic and related issues.  What will be the 
net effect on town tax revenue assessments even considering the addition of potential tax 
revenue from the warehouse structure?  Will the result make Hopedale a more or less desirable 
community in which to live or operate a business?   Accepting the fact that the operation of this 
large warehouse will have an effect on the property values in the town, either positive or 
negative; we recommend a study be conducted in coordination with the board of tax assessors 
to determine both the short-term and long-term effect on property values.  As has been the 
current practice, this study should be conducted independently and at the expense of the 
developer prior to granting further consideration of the project. 

 


